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An 'AustLit for Schools' project
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Introduction

Developing Digital Literacy through AustLit

Discover ways of using AustLit in the classroom for teaching and study.

AustLit provides an opportunity for teachers and students to develop digital literacy skills and database

competency through learning to search and navigate our complex search forms. 

Teachers can use the rich information available to stimulate students' discovery, writing, and presentation

skills. And secondary students will develop skills that will aid them tertiary study.

The temptation of Google is such that students often assume that they only need to google a search term to

find all available information on it. Not only does this mean they miss access to a wide range of resources,

it also means they don't always have the awareness of or facility to use the more complicated databases

that they need at university or in the workforce.
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These exercises are designed to help students use the AustLit database to return specific, targeted results.

Although the lesson outlines can be used selectively or out of order, they encourage progressively more

sophisticated uses of the database, beginning with lesson one, which draws primarily from a single

biography, and building to lesson four, which benefits from building complex searches.

Access the exercises via the menu on the left, or download the lesson plan.

Return to AustLit for Schools

Lesson One : David Unaipon

— Instructions for Students

Today, you’ll be working on a short research project using the AustLit database. The topic for your project

is David Unaipon, an Aboriginal writer, inventor, and scholar from the early 20th century.

Working individually or as a group, search the AustLit database for information about this topic, with a

view to making a brief presentation to the group at the end of the session. You will have around 30

minutes to do your research and come up with a quick presentation of no more than five minutes, on any

aspect of your research that you like.

Some information and questions have been included below to help guide your research. Use the search

help information on the AustLit website to refine the ways you can discover the necessary information.
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David Unaipon is a very significant figure in the history of Australian writing, and especially Aboriginal

Australian writing. We’re not going to tell you why, because we’re hoping you’ll find that out.

Your project today is to use the AustLit database to research aspects of David Unaipon’s life and work.

1. How can you find David Unaipon in the database?

2. David Unaipon is part of the BlackWords dataset. What is BlackWords?

3. On which dollar note is David Unaipon depicted?

4. When did he write Legendary Tales of the Australian Aborigine?

5. Who edited and published this work as Myths & Legends of the Australian Aboriginals in 1930?

6. Was the work republished in 2001? If so, by whom and under what name?

7. Who won the first David Unaipon Award, and for which work?

8. What other interesting facts can you find about David Unaipon?

— Tips for Teachers

This is a relatively simple and straightforward exercise, which familiarises students with the AustLit

database and lets them explore specific records.
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Students will be able to find most of this information on David Unaipon's AustLit biography or on the

David Uniapon Award page, both of which they can find through a simple keyword search.

Note: 'Unaipon' is easy to spell incorrectly, so students will need to be cautious.

For additional information, students can check the BlackWords dataset, a specialist collection of

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander writing.

Lesson Two : World War I – Stories and Storytelling

— Instructions for Students

Today, you’ll be working on a short research project using the AustLit database. The topic for your project

is the stories of World War I written by the people involved.

Working individually or as a group, search the AustLit database for information about this topic, with a

view to making a brief presentation to the group at the end of the session. You will have around 30

minutes to do your research and come up with a quick presentation of no more than five minutes, on any

aspect of your research that you like.

Some information and questions have been included below to help guide your research. Use the search

help information on the AustLit website to refine the ways you can discover the necessary information.

Your project is to explore AustLit’s World War I project (http://www.austlit.edu.au/WWI) to discover

some of the stories about World War I that are rarely mentioned by historians or the media.

Some of the things you might discover include:
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Who were some of the most popular writers of the period?●

What book containing the writings of soldiers at Gallipoli was published in 1916?●

What sort of entertainments did soldiers and others involved in the war commonly experience and

take part in?

●

What sort of films were made during the war and how has the war been represented in films since

then?

●

How was the enemy represented in writing of the time?●

What are some of the common subjects or themes presented in the poetry or other writing of the

time?

●

— Tips for Teachers

This lesson plan asks students to explore one of AustLit's curated exhibitions, a collection of materials

relating to WWI.

This task is relatively open, and ideal for small groups of students who are assigned various sections of

the exhibition to explore. From the exhibition, they can also venture out into the main database: for

example, they could follow the links on the Children's Literature tab to see what other works those

authors have written.

Students will need to read through the content in the exhibition to find the answers to the questions

above, but the questions can be used as general guidance to the sort of information contained in the

exhibition, rather than as an actual treasure hunt.

Lesson Three : Post-apocalyptic and Dystopian Fiction for Teenagers

—Instructions for Students

Today, you’ll be working on a short research project using the AustLit database. The topic for your project

is books and other creative works dealing with dystopian or post-apocalyptic futures.
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Working individually or as a group, search the AustLit database for information about this topic, with a

plan for making a brief presentation to the class at the end of the session. You will have around 30 minutes

to do your research and come up with a quick presentation of no more than five minutes, on any aspect of

your research that you like.

Some information and questions have been included below to help guide your research. Use the search

help information on the AustLit website to refine the ways you can discover the necessary information.

A dystopia is a society that is undesirable or frightening—the opposite of a utopia, which is an ideal or

perfect society. An apocalypse is a scenario in which the world ends, or at least society as we know it is no

longer able to continue. A post-apocalyptic world is usually a dystopia. When the world changes or when

we start to think about some coming changes (the discussion about climate change at the moment is a

good example), authors write post-apocalyptic and dystopian fiction as way of exploring these ideas.

Your task today is to search and explore the AustLit database for information about Australian post-

apocalyptic or dystopian fiction. The questions below will help you discover how Australian writers have

engaged with post-apocalyptic and dystopian themes.

Can you find novels for children and young adults on the database? How many are there in total?●

How can you find novels about apocalypses and dystopias?●

Do these stories have anything in common? And how can you tell?●

Which is the earliest example of this fiction in the database? Has this author written any other novels?●

Which authors write the most post-apocalyptic fiction?●

Do more women write this kind of fiction, or more men?●

Can you find one written by an Aboriginal author? What is it about?●

If you like this fiction, what other things might you search the database for?●
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—Tips for Teachers

In order to find a range of results,

students will need to use the

Advanced Search function. Typing

'apocalypse' or 'dystopia' into a

keyword search will return some

results, but not a comprehensive

range.

Encourage the students to explore the

Advanced Search page, a portion of

which is shown on the right.

They can use the 'Form / Genre /

Type' field to locate fiction for

children and young adults, or to limit

their results to novels, or to limit the

search to science fiction and fantasy

works. They can use the 'Subject

terms' to search

for terms such as 'dystopia' or 'apocalypses'.

Students can also learn to stack searches to return more specific results: for example, they can search for

'science fiction' under genre and 'post-apocalypse' under subject terms, to return the most specific results.

Students will also benefit from 'reading' the search results page, which will show them how to re-order

and interpret results. In the image below, for example, we have circled sections that (from top to bottom)

allow you to re-order the results (for example, from earliest publication to latest),●

see the number of authors of various genders (for example, how many women have published works,

compared to men),

●

and see the cultural heritage of authors (for example, are any Aboriginal authors represented in this

list?).

●
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Lesson Four : Australian Films by and About Aboriginal Australians

— Instructions for Students

Today, you’ll be working on a short research project using the AustLit database. The topic for your project

is films by and about Aboriginal Australians.
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Working as a group, search the AustLit database for information about this topic, with a view to making a

brief presentation to the group at the end of the session. You will have around 30 minutes to do your

research and come up with a quick presentation of no more than five minutes, on any aspect of your

research that you like.

Some information and questions have been included below to help guide your research. Use the search

help information on the AustLit website to refine the ways you can discover the necessary information.

Australian films have included Aboriginal characters or talked about Aboriginal Australian culture for

many years. But the ways in which Aboriginal people have been presented on screen has changed

radically over the years, and changes even more as the number of Aboriginal film-makers increases.

Your project today is to use the AustLit database to explore some aspects of film-making by Aboriginal

people and about Aboriginal people.

How can you find films in the database? How many films are there in total?●

How many films are by Aboriginal Australians?●

How many films are about Aboriginal Australians?●

Wiradjuri man Jon Bell is a film and television producer: find a list of his works. Has he worked on

any television series? Which is his most recent television series?

●

Find the movie Samson and Delilah: who was the director? And what language was spoken during

the film and what location was it filmed?

●

David Gulpilil is a well-known Aboriginal actor. Which films has he acted in? How long has he been

acting? What was his first film?

●

Jedda was the first Australian film to take the lives of Aboriginal people seriously, but what else

made this film special? Was the director Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal? Who played the leading

female role? Does she still act? Robert Tudawali played the role of Marbuck: what was the film of his

life called?

●

— Tips for Teachers

Please be advised that some of the records relating to

this lesson plan contain the names and images of

people who have died.
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This section requires the students to use the

Advanced Search to create some searches relating to

cultural heritage. In particular, draw their attention

to the 'Personal details' section under Person /

Organisation, which will allow them to search for

authors by cultural heritage (see right-hand image).

Students can also combine searches, as they did in

lesson three: in this instance, they will want to

combine searches

from the Person / Organisation section and the Work section to find, for example, films by Aboriginal and

Torres Strait Islander film-makers. An example of this combined search is shown in the image below.

Very confident or adept students can be encouraged to combine different categories of searches: for

example, using Cultural Heritage, Gender, and Author role to find films directed by Aboriginal women.

You can follow the lesson plans as set out here, or encourage students to roam more widely across the

database: by this stage, they should be comparatively comfortable with the system.

This is a PDF version of work originally published on the AustLit Resource. Discover Australian Stories

here: www.austlit.edu.au.
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